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I. Sentence Completion (40%)
Select the best answer to complete the sentence.

1. To increase efficiency, the manager demanded that we ______ the operating system. (a) change (b) would
change (c) changed (d) have changed
2. Since information technology makes ______ increasingly easy to find and work with outside resources,
many companies are getting smaller in size. (a) itself (b) it (c) themselves (d) them
3. Maria is a woman ______ I believe has the best understanding of what it is that makes our products
different from others on the market. (a) whose (b) whom (c) who (d) how
4. Those taking part in the ultramarathon in Arizona next month ______ to carry a first-aid kit, which should
include a remedy for snakebites. (a) advise (b) advised (c) be advised (d) are advised
5. Our proposal may not be 100% satisfaction guaranteed, but it ______ us 2 weeks to work it out, and I
believe it works. (a) took (b) spent (c) cost (d) needed
6. Organically grown greenhouse vegetables are seeing increased sales among middle-income consumers
_____ their higher cost. (a) although (b) despite (c) even (d) even if
7. The great use of a school education is not so much to teach you things ______ to teach you the art of
learning. (a) than (b) but (c) as (d) that
8. If he had set out by taxi rather than by bus, Ben ______ the bank in time for the money transfer. (a) could
reach (b) could have been reached (c) could have been reaching (d) could have reached
9. ______ in 1935, Alcoholics Anonymous is now a world-wide organization. (a) Founded (b) Finding (c)
Found (d) Having found
10. Dr. Crusher was so exhausted from working all night ______ he collapsed on the bed when he got home.
(a) such (b) that (c) where (d) which
11. Have our lawyers ______ the contract. (a) to look over (b) look over (c) looked over (d) to looking over
12. The HR manager did discuss salaries increases, but they ______ yet. (a) have not been confirming (b)
have not been confirmed (c) have not confirmed (d) would not be confirmed
13. ______ tour you choose, we guarantee that you will have a wonderful travel experience. (a) What (b) No
matter (c) Whichever (d) Any
14. On the whole, southern Taiwan receives less rain than ______ northern Taiwan.
(a) it does in (b) it is in (c) does (d) is
15. Novels, plays, poetry and other creative written works are ______ literature. (a) referred as (b) referred to
be (c) referred to as (d) referred to
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16. Jessica is late. Something ______ have delayed her. (a) should (b) would (c) will (d) must
17. There are thousands of kinds of bacteria, ______ beneficial to the human body. (a) but many of which are
(b) but many of which being (c) many of them are (d) many of which are
18. For centuries the process of the traditional folk art of batik making ______ the same several steps. (a)
following (b) it follow (c) it to follow (d) has followed
19. It is hard to get used to ______ in a company where you are often required to work overtime without
being noticed first. (a) working (b) work (c) be worked (d) works
20. During construction of the new apartment building next to ours, we cannot be held ______ for any
damage from falling objects. (a) responsible (b) responsibility (c) response (d) responsibly

II. Writing (60%)
If you could either have a job that pays you 2 million Taiwan dollars a year or study in the English
Department at Soochow University, which one would you choose? Write an essay of at least 300 words
to explain why.
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